The deployment of IPv6 is accelerating with depletion of IPv4 address space in the last year. Audio/video streaming and overall effectiveness of multicast one-to-many data delivery are becoming popular nowadays. Interest in proper simulation and modeling has increased together with those two trends. This paper introduces two brand-new simulation modules for RIPng and PIM-DM dynamic routing protocols, which are now parts of our ANSA extension, built over the INET framework.
INTRODUCTION
Despite the fact that IPv6 is more than 16 years old [1] , the major public interest in it has been raised quite recently since official IPv4 address space was exhausted on 31 st January 2011. It seems that IPv6 is currently the most widely accepted as possible solution for current problems of the Internet (i.e. mobility, growth of DFZ routing tables, multihoming), even though it is not the only option. Thus, it is more and more deployed by ISPs and web service operators (like Google, Facebook, Microsoft, etc.) providing native IPv6 connectivity to their customers and users. It appears that the main difference between IPv4 and IPv6 is in the structure of those protocols so that they are prepared for and could carry the different address family. But reality is a bit more complex because all of those protocols must also integrate the specifics of IPv6 -adjacency formed using link-local addresses, missing broadcast in IPv6, special multicast addresses, etc.
The multicast transfers prove to be more efficient for one-to-many data delivery if there is one (or more) known source(s) and a number of unknown destinations ahead. Multicast spares network resources, namely bandwidth. Sender and receivers communicate indirectly instead of maintain many separate connections between them. Because of that, multicast traffic is carried across each link only once and the same data are replicated as close to receivers as possible. But this effectiveness goes concurrently with increased signalization and additional routing information exchange which is done by following protocols:  IGMP/MLD -End-hosts and first hop multicast-enable routers are using IGMP and MLD protocols for querying, reporting and leaving multicast groups on local LAN segment -they announce their willingness to send or receive multicast data. IPv6 MLD is descendent of IPv4 IGMP, but in reality both protocols are identical in structure and semantics of messages.  DVMRP, MOSPF, PIM -All of them are examples of multicast routing protocols that build multicast topology in router control plane to distribute multicast data among networks. DVMRP and MOSPF depend on used unicast routing protocol (RIP resp. OSPF), whereas variants of Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM) are independent by design and they are using information inside unicast routing table more generally.
Project ANSA (Automated Network Simulation and Analysis) running at our faculty is dedicated to develop the variety of software tools that can create simulation models based on real networks and subsequently allow for formal analysis and verification of target network configurations. One of our future goals is to model IPv6 multicast flows in the Brno University of Technology network and thus implementing models of RIPng and PIM-DM is our first milestone. This report outlines two new simulation modules, which are part of the ANSA project and which are extending functionality of the INET framework in OMNeT++.
This paper has following structure. The next section covers a quick overview of existing OMNeT++ simulation modules relevant to the topic of this paper in. Section 3 refers about design of our RIPng and PIM-DM models. Section 4 presents validation scenarios for our implementations. The paper is summarized in Section 5 together with unveiling our future plans.
STATE OF THE ART
The current status of IPv6 and multicast support in OMNeT++ 4.2.2 and INET 2.0 framework is according to our knowledge as follows.
The IPv6 layer and datagrams together with static routing are already parts of the INET framework, namely in the modules IPv6 and RoutingTable6. We have merged functionality of generic IPv4 Router and IPv6 Router6 nodes so that we created the dual-stack capable router -ANSARouter.
NetworkLayer contains an interface for the IGMP module. Thus, one can use either official INET IGMPv2 or our own IGMPv2/v3 implementation [2] .
The module RoutingTable has been recently updated to support multicast routes and appropriate functions enabling to find the best matching record for the target multicast group.
The basic motivation behind our work is to introduce dynamic IPv6 unicast and IPv4 multicast routing to the INET framework. Hence, we have decided to start with the simplest IPv6-enable unicast routing protocol, which is RIPng. We want to take another step in present multicast support and allow users to create more complex (and more real-world) simulations by extending the existing functionality with widely used PIM protocol family.
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented compound modules and relevant submodules to support RIPng and PIM-DM functionality. From all PIM protocols PIM-DM is the simplest one (and also the least one to be deployed in current networks) but we decided to implement it first and the rest of PIM protocols in our multicast framework later. This section gives an overview of design and briefs some implementation specifics of each newly added features.
RIPng
RIPng [3] is the successor of RIP for IPv4. The main principle is still the same. RIPng-enabled routers periodically exchange routing information and run Bellman-Ford algorithm to determine the shortest path to the destination network.
The protocol uses the UDP port 521 and RIPng routers use reserved multicast address FF02:9 for communication on the LAN segments. The hop-count is used as a metric where the maximum value is 15. The routes with metric 16 are considered unreachable.
RIPng uses only two message types:
 RIPng Request message is generated whenever the router needs a routing information from its neighbors. We have added RIPng support (that extends entire functionality covered in RFC) in form of the RIPngRouting module which is connected to UDP and cooperates with RoutingTable6 and InterfaceTable. Figure 1 depicts the overall ANSARouter architecture and how newly created modules are connected to existing ones:
Figure 1. ANSARouter with highlighted pim and ripng
We have extended functionalities of the INET RoutingTable and RoutingTable6 to prefer routing information based on a trustworthiness of the source (a.k.a. administrative distance) so that the same destination network is present in the table only once and there is a strict ladder of preference similar to Cisco devices (static > OSPF > RIP > BGP).
PIM-DM
All multicast routing protocols function to answer the question, "How to create routing path between sender(s) and receivers?" Baselines for this are distribution trees of following two types:
Source trees -The separate shortest path tree is built for each source of multicast data. A sender is the root and receivers are the leaves. But memory and computation overhead causes this type to be not scalable in the case of a network with many sources of multicast. In these situations usually the Shared tree is being used. The detailed description of the previous items and the thorough survey on PIM-DM message exchange scenarios are out of scope of this paper. More can be found in RFC3973 [4] ; let us state that our implementation fully complies with standard.
Shared trees -A router called
Brief description of implemented components: 
TESTING
In this section we provide information on testing and validation of our implementations using several test scenarios. We compared the results with the behavior of referential implementation running at Cisco routers. We have built exactly the same topology and observed (using SPAN and Wireshark) relevant messages exchange between real devices (Cisco 2811 as routers and host stations with FreeBSD 8.2 OS).
RIPng scenario
Testing topology (see Figure 3) consists of three routers (R1, R2 and R3) and six StandardHost6 (LAN1-LAN6) which substitute whole separate LAN segments with dedicated IP networks. Table 2 compares the timestamps (rounded to three decimal places) of selected messages (column "Message"), namely by whom (col. "Sender") and when they were generated in OMNeT++ simulation (col. "Simul.") and in real network (col. "Real"): 
PIM-DM scenario
In this testing network (topology is shown on Figure 4 ) we have three routers (R1, R2 and R3), two sources of multicast (Source1 and Source2) and three receivers (Host1, Host2 and Host3).
Figure 4. PIM-DM testing topology
We scheduled some actions and summarized them in Table 3 . Hosts sign themselves to receive data from particular multicast group via IGMP Membership Report message during phases #1 and #3. Similarly, the host uses IGMP Leave Group message to stop receiving data during phases #5 and #6.
#1) There are no multicast data transferred. Only PIM Hellos are sent between neighbors. #2) First multicast data appear but, because of no receivers, routers prune themselves from source distribution tree after initial flooding. #3) Host2 starts to receive data from group 226.1.1.1 at the beginning of #3. This means that R2 reconnects to source tree with help of PIM Graft which is subsequently acknowledged by PIM Graft-Ack generated by R1. #4) The new source starts to send multicast data. All routers are part of the source distribution tree with R3 as the root. #5) Host2 is no longer willing to receive multicast from 226. The confluence of messages proving correctness of our PIM-DM implementation from simulation as well as real network can be observed in Table 4 . 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we discuss options for modeling IPv6 dynamic routing and IPv4 multicast transfers. We present an overview of currently existing modules relevant to above topics in OMNeT++. The main contribution are simulation models for RIPng and PIM-DM that extend functionality of our ANSARouter and overall INET framework. Also we introduce simulation scenarios and their results, which show that our implementations comply with relevant RFCs and referential behavior on Cisco devices.
Future work
We plan to carry on our work on IPv6 dynamic routing modules and to add support for OSPFv3. Moreover we would like to wrap up our native IPv4 multicast implementation and complete it with the PIM-SM module. After finishing this we would like to focus on IPv6 multicast.
Additional information
Some parts of this paper are based on work done by Jiří Trhlík, Tomáš Procházka and Veronika Rybová, students of Brno University of Technology.
More information about project is available on webpage http://nes.fit.vutbr.cz/ansa. Source codes could be downloaded via GitHub repository https://github.com/kvetak/ANSA.
